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DESCRIPTION

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an annular barrier to be expanded in an annulus between a well tubular structure and an inside wall of a borehole downhole for providing zone isolation between a first zone and a second zone of the borehole, the annular barrier comprising a tubular part extending in a longitudinal direction for mounting as part of the well tubular structure; an expandable sleeve surrounding the tubular part and defining a space being in fluid communication with an inside of the tubular part; a first fluid passage for letting fluid into the space to expand the sleeve; and a connection unit comprising a connection part slidably connected with the tubular part. Further, the present invention relates to a system comprising an annular barrier and a method of expanding an annular barrier.

Background art

[0002] In wellbores, annular barriers are used for different purposes, such as for providing a barrier for flow between an inner and an outer tubular structure or between an inner tubular structure and the inner wall of the borehole. The annular barriers are mounted as part of the well tubular structure. An annular barrier has an inner wall surrounded by an annular expandable sleeve. The expandable sleeve is typically made of an elastomeric material, but may also be made of metal. The sleeve is fastened at its ends to the inner wall of the annular barrier.

[0003] Multiple annular barriers may be used to seal off a zone between an inner and an outer tubular structure or a well tubular structure and the borehole. A first annular barrier is expanded on one side of the zone to be sealed off, and a second annular barrier is expanded on the other side of that zone, whereby the zone is sealed off.

[0004] An annular barrier may be set using a pressurised fluid that is injected into the well or into a limited part of the well. Thereby, the expandable sleeve of the annular barrier is expanded to engage with an outer tubular structure or the inner wall of the borehole. The pressure envelope of a well is governed by the burst rating of the tubular and the well hardware etc. used within the well construction. When the expandable sleeve is expanded by increasing the pressure within the well, the burst rating of a well defines the maximum pressure that can be applied. It is desirable to minimise the expansion pressure required for expanding the sleeve to minimise the exposure of the well to the expansion pressure.

[0005] To reduce the expansion pressure of the annular barrier, the thickness of the expandable sleeve may be decreased. However, this impairs the strength of the expandable sleeve and the maximum expanded size of the sleeve. Further, the sleeve may collapse or rupture before the desired expanded size of the sleeve is reached. A frequently occurring reason for the rupture of an expandable sleeve is inexpedient thinning of the sleeve material during expansion. Thinning of the sleeve material is an important property of the expandable sleeve, but too much thinning, e.g. in a local region of the sleeve, will cause the annular barrier to malfunction. A method for expansion of a packer downhole is known from US 2002/189696.

Summary of the invention

[0006] It is an object of the present invention to wholly or partly overcome the above disadvantages and drawbacks of the prior art. More specifically, it is an object to provide an improved annular barrier wherein inexpedient thinning of the sleeve is avoided.

[0007] The above objects, together with numerous other objects, advantages, and features, which will become evident from the below description, are accomplished by a solution in accordance with the present invention by an annular barrier to be expanded in an annulus between a well tubular structure and an inside wall of a borehole downhole for providing zone isolation between a first zone and a second zone of the borehole, the annular barrier comprising a tubular part extending in a longitudinal direction for mounting as part of the well tubular structure; an expandable sleeve surrounding the tubular part and defining a space being in fluid communication with an inside of the tubular part; a first fluid passage for letting fluid into the space to expand the sleeve; and a connection unit comprising a connection part slidably connected with the tubular part, wherein the connection unit further comprises a stationary part fixedly connected with the tubular part and an actuation mechanism adapted to induce an axial force on the first end of the expandable sleeve, whereby the connection part is displaced in the longitudinal direction towards a second end of the expandable sleeve connected with the tubular part.
[0008] An advantage in this respect is that inexpedient thinning of the expandable sleeve is avoided by simultaneously expanding the expandable sleeve by injecting a hydraulic fluid into the space defined by the expandable sleeve and displacing the connection part to move one end of the expandable sleeve towards the other end.

[0009] In one embodiment, the connection part may constitute part of the actuation mechanism.

[0010] The annular barrier as described above may further comprise two connection units each comprising a connection part connected to a first and a second end of the expandable sleeve, respectively.

[0011] Moreover, the actuation mechanism may comprise a pressure chamber at least partly defined between a face of the connection part and a face of the stationary part.

[0012] Also, the annular barrier as described above may comprise a second fluid passage for letting fluid into the pressure chamber of the actuation mechanism to push the connection part in the longitudinal direction.

[0013] In addition, the second fluid passage may be provided with a check valve.

[0014] The annular barrier as described above may further comprise a fluid bypass passage for providing fluid communication between the pressure chamber and the space defined by the expandable sleeve, when the connection part has been displaced in the longitudinal direction.

[0015] Additionally, the fluid bypass passage may be blocked by the connection part before the connection part is displaced in the longitudinal direction.

[0016] In one embodiment, the first fluid passage may be provided in the connection part, thereby fluidly connecting the space defined by the expandable sleeve and the pressure chamber of the actuation mechanism.

[0017] Also, the first fluid passage may be provided with a check valve.

[0018] Moreover, the first fluid passage may be provided with a pressure regulated valve preventing fluid from flowing into the space defined by the expandable sleeve when the pressure inside the space exceeds a predetermined threshold value.

[0019] Hereby, rupture of the expandable sleeve may be prevented by the pressure regulated valve because the pressure inside the space is always kept within the limits of the expandable sleeve.

[0020] Further, the actuation mechanism described above may comprise a hydraulic pump fluidly connected with the pressure chamber, the hydraulic pump being adapted to push the connection part in the longitudinal direction by pumping a hydraulic fluid into the pressure chamber.

[0021] In addition, the actuation mechanism may comprise a pressure intensifying means comprising an inlet in fluid communication with the inside of the tubular part and an outlet in fluid communication with the pressure chamber, whereby a hydraulic fluid is supplied to the pressure chamber to push the connection part in the longitudinal direction.

[0022] By the annular barrier comprising a hydraulic pressure intensifier, pressurised fluid inside the tubular part can be used to provide a pressurised fluid inside the pressure chamber at a pressure substantially higher than the pressure of the fluid inside the tubular part. Hereby, the expansion pressure of the hydraulic fluid injected inside the tubular part may be reduced for the benefit of other well hardware deployed in the well.

[0023] Moreover, the pressure intensifying means may further comprise a reciprocating piston and a pilot control valve adapted to change the direction of flow of the hydraulic fluid.

[0024] Also, the reciprocating piston of the pressure intensifying means may have a first end face and a second end face, the first end face having a surface area A1 larger than a surface area A2 of the second end face.

[0025] Additionally, the surface area of the first end may be between 2 and 6 times larger than the surface area of the second end.
Hereby, the piston is capable of intensifying the pressure applied to the first end face to a higher pressure applied by the second end face on the fluid inside the pressure chamber.

Further, the actuation mechanism may comprise a pressure vessel containing a compressed propellant adapted to push the connection part in the longitudinal direction by providing an excess pressure in the pressure chamber upon activation.

More specifically, the propellant may be nitrogen, neon, argon, krypton, xenon, oxygen or air.

Moreover, the pressure vessel may be activated by a sensor sensing movement of the connection part when the expandable sleeve starts to expand.

Further, the sensor may comprise a shear pin being broken by the movement of the connection part.

In one embodiment, the actuation mechanism may comprise a rod connected with the connection part to push the connection part in the longitudinal direction.

More specifically, the actuation mechanism may comprise a hydraulic pump, the hydraulic pump being adapted to displace the rod by means of hydraulic pressure, whereby the connection part is pushed in the longitudinal direction.

Also, the actuation mechanism may comprise a linear actuator comprising an electrical motor, the linear actuator being adapted to push the connection part in the longitudinal direction.

The linear actuator described above may comprise a spindle rotated by the electrical motor.

In one embodiment, the connection unit may further comprise a piston part slidably connected with the tubular part, the piston part being arranged between the connection part and the stationary part, and the pressure chamber being at least partly defined between a face of the piston part and the face of the stationary part, whereby the piston part is adapted to push the connection part in the longitudinal direction.

Hereby, the piston part may be moved in the longitudinal direction away from the connection part without affecting the position of the connection part.

Specifically, the piston part may be connected with the rod.

Also, the piston part may be connected with the linear actuator.

In a further embodiment, the annular barrier may comprise a sensing mechanism adapted to register when the pressure in the tubular part exceeds a predetermined threshold in order to subsequently activate the actuation mechanism to induce an axial force on the connection part.

Such a sensing mechanism may comprise a rupture disc.

Also, the sensing mechanism may comprise a strain gauge.

Further, the annular barrier may comprise a sensor adapted to register movement of the connection part to activate the actuation mechanism, whereby an axial force is induced on the connection part.

Additionally, the sensor may comprise a shear pin.

Alternatively, the sensor may comprise a magnet contact measuring movement of the connection part.

Also, the sensor may be adapted to measure a pulling force being applied to the connection part.

The present invention further relates to a well system comprising the well tubular structure and the annular barrier as described above.

Finally, the present invention relates to a method for expanding the annular barrier as described above in an annulus
between a well tubular structure and an inside wall of a borehole downhole, the method comprising the steps of:

- at least partially expanding the expandable sleeve by letting fluid into the space defined by the expandable sleeve,
- inducing an axial force on the connection part where to one end of the expandable sleeve is connected, and
- expanding the expandable sleeve until the sleeve seals against the inside wall of the borehole.

[0048] Also, said method may comprise the step of monitoring the pressure built up inside the space defined by the expandable sleeve.

[0049] Further, the axial force may be induced on the expandable sleeve during expansion of the expandable sleeve.

**Brief description of the drawings**

[0050] The invention and its many advantages will be described in more detail below with reference to the accompanying schematic drawings, which for the purpose of illustration show some non-limiting embodiments and in which

Fig. 1a shows an annular barrier with one end of the expandable sleeve being connected to a slidable connection part and the other end being connected to a fixed connection part,

Fig. 1b shows an annular barrier with both ends of the expandable sleeve being connected to a connection part slidably connected with the tubular part,

Fig. 2a shows a connection unit comprising a pressure chamber and an expandable sleeve when the annular barrier is in an unset condition,

Fig. 2b shows the connection unit and the expandable sleeve of the previous figure when the annular barrier is in a set condition,

Fig. 3a shows a connection unit comprising a connection part and a piston part and an expandable sleeve when the annular barrier is in an unset condition,

Fig. 3b shows the connection unit and the expandable sleeve of the previous figure when the annular barrier is in a set condition,

Fig. 4a shows a connection unit comprising a rod and an expandable sleeve when the annular barrier is in an unset condition,

Fig. 4b shows the connection unit and the expandable sleeve of the previous figure when the annular barrier is in a set condition,

Fig. 5 shows a connection unit comprising a fluid passage providing fluid communication between the pressure chamber and the space defined by the expandable sleeve,

Fig. 6 shows a fluid bypass passage for providing fluid communication between the pressure chamber and the space defined by the expandable sleeve,

Fig. 7 shows a connection unit comprising a hydraulic pump adapted to pump a hydraulic fluid into the pressure chamber,

Fig. 8 shows a connection unit comprising a pressure intensifier adapted to supply a hydraulic fluid into the pressure chamber,

Fig. 9 shows a connection unit comprising a pressure vessel adapted to push the connection part in the longitudinal direction,

Fig. 10 shows another embodiment of a connection unit comprising a connection part slidably connected with the tubular part,

Fig. 11 shows a schematic illustration of the connection unit comprising the pressure intensifier shown in Fig. 8,

Fig. 12 shows a schematic illustration of a connection comprising a hydraulic piston adapted to displace the connection part in the longitudinal direction, and

Fig. 13 shows a well system comprising the well tubular structure and the annular barrier.

[0051] All the figures are highly schematic and not necessarily to scale, and they show only those parts which are necessary in order to elucidate the invention, other parts being omitted or merely suggested.
Detailed description of the invention

[0052] Fig. 1a shows an annular barrier 1 to be expanded in an annulus 2 between a well tubular structure 3 and an inside wall 4 of a borehole 5 downhole or an inside wall of another kind of well tubular. The tubular structure 3 may be a production casing. The annular barrier 1 comprises a tubular part 6 mounted as part of the well tubular structure 3. The tubular part 8 has a longitudinal axis 40 coaxial with the longitudinal axis of the well tubular structure 3. The annular barrier 1 comprises an expandable sleeve 7 surrounding the tubular part 6 and defining a space 30 which is in fluid communication with an inside 64 of the tubular part 6. Each end 9, 10 of the expandable sleeve 7 is connected with the tubular part 6, the first end 9 end being slidably fastened in relation to the tubular part and the second end 10 being fixedly fastened in relation to the tubular part.

[0053] The annular barrier 1 has a first fluid passage 61 for letting fluid into the space 30 to expand the expandable sleeve 7, the fluid passage 61 being arranged in the tubular part 6 so that the fluid is let directly into the space 30. The first fluid passage 61 is for purposes of simplicity only shown in cross section, but it is to be regarded as one or a plurality of first fluid passages arranged around the periphery of the tubular part. A valve may be arranged in the fluid passage 61, such as a one-way valve, a flow control valve, a pressure regulating valve, etc. Further, the annular barrier comprises a connection unit 120 comprising a connection part 12 slidably connecting one end of the expandable sleeve with the tubular part, a stationary part 16 fixedly connecting the other end of the expandable sleeve with the tubular part, and an actuation mechanism 20, adapted to induce an axial force on the first end of the expandable sleeve in order to prevent unnecessary thinning of the sleeve. The actuation mechanism will be described in more detail below. The first end 9 of the expandable sleeve is connected with the connection part 12, such that the part of the sleeve is moved in the longitudinal direction when the connection part 12 is displaced accordingly.

[0054] Fig. 1b shows another embodiment of an annular barrier, wherein each end 9, 10 of the expandable sleeve 7 is slidably fastened in relation to the tubular part 6. This is achieved by the annular barrier comprising two connection units 120 similar to the connection unit described above. Accordingly, the first end 9 and the second end 10 of the expandable sleeve are connected with a slideable connection part 12. In the following, various embodiments of the invention will be disclosed without regard to how each end 9, 10 of the expandable sleeve 7 is connected with the tubular part. Thus, what is disclosed may be applied regardless of whether one or both of the ends of the expandable sleeve is/are slidably connected with the tubular part.

[0055] The annular barrier is mounted as part of a well tubular structure 3 shown in Fig. 13 and activated or set by injecting a hydraulic fluid into the well tubular structure 3. Hereby, the expandable sleeve is expanded in a radial direction by the pressure of the hydraulic fluid, while at the same time one or both ends of the expandable sleeve is moved in the longitudinal direction by a force generated by the actuation mechanism 20.

[0056] The fluid may be injected locally in a defined section of the well tubular structure 3 or by pressurising the entire well tubular structure 3. Local injection may be conducted in a number of ways understood by those skilled in the art. One way is to lower a drill pipe 60 with circumferential packers into the well tubular structure 3 and position the packers on opposite sides of the fluid passages 61 to let fluid into the space 30 to expand the sleeve. By injecting a fluid through the drill pipe 60 and into the hollow interior 29 between the packers, the annular barrier 1 is activated and set. Another way of conducting local injection is by using a well tool, such as a downhole tractor, comprising a pump. Such a tool may be lowered into the well tubular structure 3 via wireline and be connected directly to the fluid passage 61. The well tool may inject fluid already present in the well or fluid carried by the tool.

[0057] Referring to Figs. 2a and 2b, an actuation mechanism comprising a pressure chamber 21 is shown. The pressure chamber is positioned between the connection part 12 and the stationary part 16 and is at least partly defined by a face 121 of the connection part and a face 181 of the stationary part. Only a cross-section of the actuation mechanism is shown in the figure, but the connection part and the stationary part are to be regarded as revolving parts of a substantially tubular extension and encircling the tubular part 6. However, it is also to be understood by those skilled in the art that the connection part and the stationary part may be divided into a larger number of individual parts arranged around the periphery of the tubular part while remaining within the scope of the present invention. Thus, the pressure chamber 21 may be one contiguous chamber or be divided into several isolated chambers encircling the tubular part. In the following, referral will only be made to one pressure chamber, even though the annular barrier may comprise several independent pressure chambers operated in a uniform way.

[0058] The pressure chambers 21 of Figs. 2a and 2b are in fluid communication with the inside 64 of the tubular part via second fluid passages 62. When hydraulic fluid is injected into the pressure chamber, a force is exerted on the face 121 of the connection part, whereby the connection part is displaced in the longitudinal direction away from the stationary part 16. To provide a fluid-tight seal between the tubular part 6 and the connection part, one or more sealing members 122, such as o-rings
or the like, may be arranged in recesses in the connection part. Similarly, one or more sealing members 162 may be arranged in one or more recesses in the stationary part 16. In the shown embodiment, the connection part 12 comprises a tubular skirt 123 protruding from an end of the connection part opposite the expandable sleeve. The skirt extends to at least partly cover the stationary part 16 and constitutes a wall of the pressure chamber. The tubular skirt 123 slides in relation to the stationary part when the connection part is displaced to prolong the pressure chamber. In Fig. 2a, the annular barrier is shown in a deactivated, unset condition, wherein the connection part and the first end of the expandable sleeve have not been displaced. The expandable sleeve is connected with the connection part using techniques understood by those skilled in the art, for which reason this will not be further described.

[0059] In Fig. 2b, the annular barrier is shown in an activated and set condition, wherein the connection part and the first end of the expandable sleeve have been displaced in the longitudinal direction towards the opposite end of the expandable sleeve and away from the stationary part. The pressure chamber has been considerably prolonged, and an outer face 71 of the expandable sleeve 7 abuts the inside wall 4 of a borehole 5 downhole or, alternatively, an inside wall of another well tubular structure. Thereby, a section 22 of the annulus surrounding the tubular structure 3 is isolated from the remainder of the annulus 2.

[0060] By simultaneously injecting a hydraulic fluid into the space defined by the expandable sleeve and displacing the connection part to move at least one end of the expandable sleeve towards the other end, inept expedient thinning of the expandable sleeve is avoided. The degree of displacement of the connection part is balanced according to the size of the expandable sleeve, material properties, desired expanded diameter of the expandable sleeve, etc.

[0061] When the annular barrier is in a set condition, the connection part 12 may be permanently or temporarily locked in the displaced position, as shown in Fig. 2b, by a locking means (not shown in Fig. 2b) known by those skilled in the art.

[0062] Fig. 3a shows a connection unit comprising both the connection part 12 and a piston part 14. In this embodiment, the expandable sleeve is connected with the connection part, and a face 141 of the piston partly defines the pressure chamber 21. Further, the piston part comprises a tubular skirt 143 similar to that of the connection part 14 described above. Both the connection part and the piston part comprise a sealing means 122, 142 for providing a fluid-tight connection to the tubular part. The pressure chambers 21 has a functionality similar to that of the pressure chamber described above, and when hydraulic fluid is injected into the pressure chamber 21 via the second fluid passages 62, a force is exerted on the face 141 of the piston part. Hereby, the piston part is displaced in the longitudinal direction away from the stationary part 16, whereby the connection part is displaced in the longitudinal direction.

[0063] As shown in Fig. 3b, the piston part and the connection part are not interconnected. Thus, the piston part can only affect the movement of the connection part in the longitudinal direction away from the stationary part. By the piston part and the connection part not being connected, the piston part and hence the actuation mechanism may be displaced after the annular barrier has been set, without affecting the position of the connection part and the expansion of the expandable sleeve.

[0064] Referring to Figs. 4a and 4b, a connection unit comprising a rod 23 connected to the connection part 12 is shown. The rod extends from the stationary part to the connection part to displace the connection part in the longitudinal direction. The rod may be a revolving part of the substantially tubular extension, encircling the tubular part 6. However, the annular barrier may alternatively comprise a number of individual rods arranged around the periphery of the tubular part. In one embodiment, the one or more rods are displaceable in the longitudinal direction using one or more hydraulic mechanisms 50 as shown in Fig. 12. The hydraulic mechanism comprises a piston chamber 51, a hydraulic pump 52 and control electronics 53 for controlling the operation of the hydraulic pump. One end of the rod, opposite the end of the rod connected to the connection part (not shown in Fig. 12), is provided with a piston 231 arranged in the piston chamber 51. The piston 231 divides the piston chamber into a first chamber section 51a and a second chamber section 51b. Upon activation, the hydraulic pump pumps fluid from the second chamber section 51b into the first chamber section 51a via a conduit 56. Hereby, the rod 23 and the accompanying piston 231 are displaced by the hydraulic fluid towards the left when regarded as shown in Fig. 12. As the rod 23 is displaced, the connection part 12 and the first end of the expandable sleeve 9 are displaced in the longitudinal direction towards the other end of the expandable sleeve 10 (shown in Fig. 1a), whereby the expandable sleeve is compressed. If, for some reason, retrieval of the connection part is necessary, the hydraulic pump may be controlled to reverse the fluid stream and pump hydraulic fluid from the first chamber section 51a into the second chamber section 51b via the conduit 57. Hereby, the rod 23 and the accompanying piston 231 are displaced by the hydraulic fluid towards the right when regarded as shown in Fig. 12. In the shown embodiment, the hydraulic mechanism 50 is capable of moving both forwards and backwards. In an alternative embodiment, the hydraulic mechanism may, however, be designed only with forward motion in mind, eliminating the option of moving in two directions. The hydraulic pump is controlled by the control electronics 53 comprising a sensing mechanism 54, such as a pressure sensor, a strain gauge, a rupture disc, etc., for sensing the pressure inside the tubular part. The sensing mechanism is in communication with the inside of the tubular part and may be arranged in a recess or an opening 55 in the wall of the tubular part or by any other
means known to those skilled in the art. When the control electronics receive a signal from the sensing mechanism that the pressure in the tubular part has exceeded a certain threshold, indicating that hydraulic fluid is being injected into the well to expand the expandable sleeve, the control electronics activates the pump to pump fluid from the second chamber section 51b into the first chamber section 51a. The expandable sleeve is thus both expanded by hydraulic fluid being injected into the space 30 and compressed by the movement of the connection part.

[0065] In an alternative embodiment, the actuation mechanism is comprised by a linear actuator 90, and the rod 23 is constructed as a spindle displaced by an electrical motor 91. However, as would be understood by those skilled in the art, a rod may be displaced in a number of other ways which are considered to be within the scope of the present invention.

[0066] Fig. 5 shows an embodiment similar to what is shown in Figs. 2a and 2b, the only difference being that the first fluid passage 11 is provided in the connection part 12. The first fluid passage 11 provides fluid communication between the pressure chamber 21 and the space 30 defined by the expandable sleeve. Hereby, the hydraulic fluid for expanding the expandable sleeve is provided through the pressure chamber 21. The first fluid passage 11 is for purposes of simplicity only shown in cross-section, but it is to be regarded as one or a plurality of first fluid passages arranged in a substantially circular pattern in one or more connection parts 12 surrounding the tubular part. By arranging the first fluid passage 11 in the connection part, the flow through the first fluid passage 11 may be adjusted to control the pressure inside the pressure chamber 21 and thus the force induced on the connection part 12 and the first end of the expandable sleeve 9. The flow through the first fluid passage may be controlled by varying the cross-sectional size of the first fluid passages or by providing a flow regulating means known to those skilled in the art in the first fluid passage.

[0067] Referring to Fig. 6, an embodiment comprising a fluid bypass passage 63 is shown. In its initial position, the connection part 12 blocks the fluid bypass passage 63 until a certain pressure is built up inside the pressure chamber, which is sufficient to move the connection part 12 to the position shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6, the fluid bypass passage 63 provides fluid communication between the pressure chamber and the space defined by the expandable sleeve when the connection part 12 has been displaced a certain distance away from the stationary part 16. Hereby, the hydraulic fluid injected into the pressure chamber 21 will bypass the connection part 12, and the force induced by the hydraulic fluid on the face 121 of the connection part will be reduced and the displacement of the connection part will stop. If the pressure in the space is building up and moving the connection part 12 back towards the pressure chamber, the fluid bypass passage is closed again and the pressure inside the pressure chamber can build up again to move the connection part in the opposite direction. This feature may be beneficial if the first end of the expandable sleeve should only be displaced a certain distance towards the opposite end. Alternatively, a physical stop (not shown) may be provided on the outer face of the tubular part to restrict further displacement of the connection part. As would be understood by those skilled in the art, a physical stop may be constructed in a number of different ways without departing from the scope of the invention.

[0068] Fig. 7 shows an annular barrier comprising a hydraulic pump 152 fluidly connected with the inside of the tubular part and comprising control electronics 153 for controlling the operation of the hydraulic pump. The hydraulic pump and the control electronics constitute the actuation mechanism, and upon activation, the hydraulic pump draws fluid from the inside of the tubular part via an opening 154 and pumps the fluid into the pressure chamber 21 via an inlet 155. Hereby, the connection part 12 is displaced by the hydraulic fluid to push the first end of the expandable sleeve 9 in the longitudinal direction towards the other end of the expandable sleeve 10 (shown in Fig. 1a). The control electronics may control the hydraulic pump 152 in a manner similar to the control of the hydraulic pump 52 described above.

[0069] Referring to Fig. 8, a connection unit comprising a pressure intensifying means in the form of a hydraulic pressure intensifier 70 is shown. By the annular barrier comprising a hydraulic pressure intensifier 70, pressurised fluid inside the tubular part can be used to provide a pressurised fluid inside the pressure chamber 21 having a pressure substantially higher than the pressure of the fluid inside the tubular part. Hereby, the expansion pressure of the hydraulic fluid injected inside the tubular part may be substantially reduced for the benefit of other well hardware components deployed in the well. The hydraulic pressure intensifier is in fluid communication with the inside of the tubular part, as shown in Fig. 11.

[0070] Fig. 11 shows a diagram of an embodiment of a hydraulic pressure intensifier. The hydraulic pressure intensifier 70 comprises a piston 74 being slidably arranged within a piston housing 75. The piston has a first end face 741 and a second end face 742, and the first end face 741 has a surface area A1 larger than a second end surface area A2 of the second end face 742. Hereby, the piston 74 is capable of intensifying the pressure applied to the first end face 741 to a higher pressure applied by the second end face 742 on the fluid inside a second space 75b of the piston housing 75. Further, the hydraulic pressure intensifier comprises a pilot control valve 76 for controlling fluid communication between a first space 75a, an inlet 72a of the pressure intensifier and an excess fluid outlet 72b, providing fluid communication from the pressure intensifier to the borehole.
when the piston is retracted to let a new amount of fluid into a second space 75b. The pilot control valve has two positions. The first position allows fluid communication between the first space 75a and the inlet 72a for providing fluid in the first space 75a during pressurisation. The second position allows fluid communication between the first space 75a and the excess fluid outlet 72b during retraction of the piston.

[0071] The pilot control valve may automatically be switched between said first position and second position by a pilot 761 when the piston reaches its extreme positions in either end of the piston housing. Furthermore, the pressure intensifying means may comprise a first one-way check valve 77 and a second one-way check valve 78. The first one-way check valve 77 allows fluid to flow from the inlet 72a into the second space 75b, but prevents the pressure intensified fluid exiting the second space 75b from flowing back towards the inlet 72a. In this way, the high pressure side of the pressure intensifier may be fed with fluid from the inlet during retraction of the piston. The second one-way check valve 78 allows pressure intensified fluid to flow from the second space 75b towards an outlet 72c of the pressure intensifier and into the pressure chamber 21, but prevents the fluid inside the pressure chamber 21 from flowing back towards the second space 75b during retraction of the piston, where the second space 75b is filled with lower pressure fluid.

[0072] In order to prevent fluids containing dirty particles from entering the pressure intensifier through the excess fluid outlet 72b, typically a filter 73 will be arranged in the excess fluid outlet. During normal operation of the pressure intensifier, fluid will only exit the excess fluid connection into the borehole, but under special circumstances, such as high pressure fluctuations in the borehole, the filter may be expedient.

[0073] It is to be understood by those skilled in the art that many different designs and variations of a hydraulic pressure intensifier may be implemented in the annular barrier, and such designs and variations are considered to be within the scope of the present invention.

[0074] Fig. 9 shows an annular barrier wherein a pressure vessel 80 is comprised in the actuation mechanism 20. The pressure vessel 80 is arranged in the stationary part 16 of the connection unit 120 and contains a compressed propellant adapted to push the connection part 12 in the longitudinal direction by providing an excess pressure in the pressure chamber 21. The propellant is supplied to the pressure chamber 21 via the inlet 155 upon activation of the pressure vessel 80. The pressure vessel 80 is activated when the pressure in the tubular part 6 has exceeded a certain threshold, indicating that hydraulic fluid is being injected into the well to expand the expandable sleeve 7. Activation of the pressure vessel 80 may be controlled in a number of different ways understood by those skilled in the art. In one embodiment, a shear pin 125 or contact is provided to register when the expandable sleeve is expanded by the fluid pressure and the connection part 12 is under the influence of a pulling force from the expandable sleeve. When this occurs, the propellant inside the pressure vessel is released to boost the longitudinal movement of the connection part and the first end of the expandable sleeve. Alternatively, the pressure vessel 80 may be activated upon receipt of a signal from a sensing mechanism, as described in the foregoing embodiments.

[0075] Fig. 10 shows a connection unit 120 comprising a connection part 112 slidably connected with the tubular part 6. The stationary part 16 comprises a tubular skirt 162 protruding from an end of the connection part 12, encircling the tubular part 6. The skirt and the tubular part define a housing wherein the connection part 112 may slide in the longitudinal direction. The tubular part 6, the stationary part 16 and the connection part 112 together define the pressure chamber 21 being fluidly connected to the inside of the tubular part 6 via the second fluid passage 62. When hydraulic fluid is injected into the pressure chamber 21, the connection part 112 and the first end 9 of the expandable sleeve 7 connected to the connection part 112 slide in the housing in the longitudinal direction.

[0076] Any of the various embodiments of an annular barrier described above may comprise one or more shear pins 125, such as the one shown in Figs. 4a and 9.

[0077] The shear pin 125 restricts unintended displacement of the connection part and the first end 9 of the expandable sleeve 7. When the annular barrier is inserted into the well, unintentional expansion of the expandable sleeve should for example be avoided in order to prevent the annular barrier from getting stuck in the well. The shear pin is only shown as an exemplary embodiment, and those skilled in the art would know that many other configurations of a shear pin may be provided without departing from the scope of the invention.

[0078] Referring to Fig. 13, a well system 100 comprising the well tubular structure 3 and the annular barrier 1 is shown. The tubular part 6 of the annular barrier 1 is connected with other casing sections to constitute the well tubular structure 3, and when positioned in the well, the annular barrier 1 is expanded, as shown in Fig. 13. Hereby, a section 22 of the annulus surrounding the tubular structure 3 is isolated from the remainder of the annulus 2.
[0079] The present invention is susceptible to embodiments of different forms. Specific embodiments are described in detail and are shown in the drawings, with the understanding that the present disclosure is to be considered an exemplification of the principles of the invention, and is not intended to limit the invention to that illustrated and described herein. It is to be fully recognised that the different teachings of the different embodiments discussed above may be employed separately or in any suitable combination to produce desired results.

[0080] An annular barrier may also be called a packer or a similar expandable means. The well tubular structure can be the production tubing or casing or a similar kind of tubing downhole in a well or a borehole. As mentioned earlier, the annular barrier can be used both between the inner production tubing and an outer tubing in the borehole or between a tubing and the inner wall of the borehole. A well may have several kinds of tubing, and the annular barrier of the present invention can be mounted for use in all of them.

[0081] The valves that may be utilised to control the flow through the first and second fluid passages may be any kind of valve capable of controlling flow, such as a ball valve, butterfly valve, choke valve, check valve or non-return valve, diaphragm valve, expansion valve, gate valve, globe valve, knife valve, needle valve, piston valve, pinch valve or plug valve.

[0082] The expandable tubular metal sleeve may be a cold-drawn or hot-drawn tubular structure.

[0083] The fluid used for expanding the expandable sleeve may be any kind of well fluid present in the borehole surrounding the tool and/or the well tubular structure. Also, the fluid may be cement, gas, water, polymers or a two-component compound, such as powder or particles mixing or reacting with a binding or hardening agent. Part of the fluid, such as the hardening agent, may be present in the cavity between the tubular part and the expandable sleeve before injecting a subsequent fluid into the cavity.

[0084] By fluid or well fluid is meant any kind of fluid that may be present in oil or gas wells downhole, such as natural gas, oil, mud, crude oil, water, etc. By gas is meant any kind of gas composition present in a well, completion, or open hole, and by oil is meant any kind of oil composition, such as crude oil, an oil-containing fluid, etc. Gas, oil, and water fluids may thus all comprise other elements or substances than gas, oil, and/or water, respectively.

[0085] By a casing is meant any kind of pipe, tubing, tubular, liner, string etc. used downhole in relation to oil or natural gas production.

[0086] In the event that the tools are not submersible all the way into the casing, a downhole tractor can be used to push the tools all the way into position in the well. A downhole tractor is any kind of driving tool capable of pushing or pulling tools in a well downhole, such as a Well Tractor®.

[0087] Although the invention has been described in the above in connection with preferred embodiments of the invention, it will be evident for a person skilled in the art that several modifications are conceivable without departing from the invention as defined by the following claims.
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1. Ringformet barriere (GB: "annular barrier") (1) til ekspansion i en ringvolumen (2) mellem en rørformet brøndstruktur (3) og en indvendig væg (4) af et borehul (5) nede i en brønd for at tilvejebringe zoneisolation mellem en første zone og en anden zone i borehullet, hvilken ringformede barriere omfatter:
   - en rørformet del (6) der strækker sig i en langsgående retning til montering som en del af den ringformede brøndstruktur (3),
   - et ekspanderbart rørstykke (7) der omgiver den rørformede del og definerer et rum (30) i fluid-kommunikation med en inderside (64) af den rørformede del,
   - en første fluidpassage (11, 61) til at lukke fluid ind i rummet for at ekspandere rørstykket, og
   - en forbindelsesenhed (120) omfattende:
     - en forbindelsesdel (12) der er forskydeligt forbundet med den rørformede del, hvor en første ende (9) af det ekspanderbare rørstykke er forbundet med forbindelsesdelen,
     - en stationær del (16) der er fast forbundet med den rørformede del, og
     - en aktiveringsmekanisme (20) der er tilpasset til at påføre en aksial kraft på den første ende af det ekspanderbare rørstykke, hvorved forbindelsesdelen forskydes i den langsgående retning mod en anden ende (10) af det ekspanderbare rørstykke, der er forbundet med den rørformede del,
   hvor aktiveringsmekanismen omfatter et trykkammer (21), der i det mindste delvist er defineret mellem en flade (121) af forbindelsesdelen og en flade (161) af den stationære del, og
   en anden fluidpassage (62) til at lukke fluid ind i aktiveringsmekanismens trykkammer for at skubbe forbindelsesdelen i den langsgående retning, kendegnet ved at den første fluidpassage er tilvejebragt i forbindelsesdelen og dermed skaber fluid-forbindelse mellem rummet defineret af det ekspanderbare rørstykke og trykkammeret.

2. Ringformet barriere ifølge krav 1, hvor forbindelsesdelen udgør en del af aktiveringsmekanismen.

3. Ringformet barriere ifølge krav 1 eller 2, hvor den første fluidpassage har en trykreguleret ventil, der forhindrer fluid i at strømme ind i rummet defineret af
det ekspanderbare rørstykke, når trykket inden i rummet overstiger en forudbestemt tærskelværdi.

4. Ringformet barriere ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-3 omfattende to forbindelsesenheder, der hver omfatter en forbindelsesdel, der er forbundet med henholdsvis en første og en anden ende af det ekspanderbare rørstykke.

5. Ringformet barriere ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvilken ringformede barriere endvidere omfatter en fluidbypass-passage til tilvejebringelse af fluid-kommunikation mellem trykkammeret og rummet defineret af det ekspanderbare rørstykke, når forbindelsesdelen er blevet forskudt i den langsgående retning.

6. Ringformet barriere ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-5, hvor aktiveringsmekanismen endvidere omfatter en hydraulisk pumpe (152) i fluid-forbindelse med trykkammeret, hvilken hydrauliske pumpe er tilpasset til at skubbe forbindelsesdelen i den langsgående retning ved at pumpede fluid ind i trykkammeret.

7. Ringformet barriere ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-5, hvor aktiveringsmekanismen endvidere omfatter et trykforstærkningsorgan (70), der omfatter et indløb (72a) i fluid-kommunikation med indersiden af den rørførmede del og et udløb (72c) i fluid-kommunikation med trykkammeret, hvorved en hydraulisk fluid tilføres trykkammeret for at skubbe forbindelsesdelen i den langsgående retning.

8. Ringformet barriere ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-5, hvor aktiveringsmekanismen endvidere omfatter en trykbeholder (80), der indeholder et komprimeret drivmiddel, der er tilpasset til at skubbe forbindelsesdelen i den langsgående retning ved at tilvejebringe et ekstra tryk i trykkammeret ved aktivering.

9. Ringformet barriere ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvor den ringformede barriere omfatter en detekteringsmekanisme (54), der er tilpasset til at registrere, når trykket i den rørførmede del overstiger en forudbestemt tærskelværdi for efterfølgende at aktivere aktiveringsmekanismen for at inducere en aksial kraft på forbindelsesdelen.

11. Fremgangsmåde til ekspansion af en ringformede barriere ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-9 i en ringvolumen (2) mellem en rørformede brøndstruktur (3) og en indvendig væg (4) af et borehul (5) nede i en brønd hvilken fremgangsmåde omfatter følgende trin:
   - i det mindste delvis ekspansion af det ekspanderbare rørstykke ved at lukke fluid ind i rummet defineret af det ekspanderbare rørstykke,
   - påføring af en aksial kraft på forbindelsesdelen, hvortil én ende af det ekspanderbare rørstykke er forbundet, og
   - ekspansion af det ekspanderbare rørstykke indtil rørstykket danner forsegling mod borehullets indvendige væg.

12. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 11, hvilken fremgangsmåde endvidere omfatter trinnet overvågning af trykket, der er opbygget inden i rummet defineret af det ekspanderbare rørstykke før og/eller under induktion af en aksial kraft på forbindelsesdelen.

13. Ringformede barriere (1) ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-9, hvor aktiveringsmekanismen endvidere omfatter et trykkammer (21), der i det mindste delvist er defineret mellem en flade (121) af forbindelsesdelen og en flade (161) af den stationære del, og en hydraulisk pumpe (152) i fluidforbindelse med trykkammeret, hvilken hydrauliske pumpe er tilpasset til at skubbe forbindelsesdelen i den langsgående retning ved at pumpe en hydraulisk fluid ind i trykkammeret.

14. Ringformede barriere (1) ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-9, hvor aktiveringsmekanismen endvidere omfatter et trykkammer (21), der i det mindste delvist er defineret mellem en flade (121) af forbindelsesdelen og en flade (161) af den stationære del, og et trykforstærkningsorgan (70), der omfatter et indløb (72a) i fluid-kommunikation med indersiden af den rørformede del og et udløb (72c) i fluid-kommunikation med trykkammeret, hvorved en hydraulisk fluid tilføres trykkammeret for at skubbe forbindelsesdelen i den langsgående retning.
15. Ringformet barriere (1) til ekspansion i en ringvolumen (2) mellem en rørformet brøndstruktur (3) og en indvendig væg (4) af et borehul (5) nede i en brønd for at tilvejebringe zoneisolation mellem en første zone og en anden zone i borehullet, hvilken ringformede barriere omfatter:

- en rørformet del (6) der strækker sig i en langsgående retning til montering som en del af den rørformede brøndstruktur (3),
- et ekspanderbart rørstykke (7) der omgiver den rørformede del og definerer et rum (30) i fluid-kommunikation med en inderside (64) af den rørformede del,
- en første fluidpassage (11, 61) til at lukke fluid ind i rummet for at ekspandere rørstykket, og

- en forbindelsesenhed (120) omfattende:
  - en forbindelsesdel (12) der er forskydeligt forbundet med den rørformede del, hvor en første ende (9) af det ekspanderbare rørstykke er forbundet med forbindelsesdelen,
- en stationær del (16) der er fast forbundet med den rørformede del, og
- en aktiveringsmekanisme (20) der er tilpasset til at påføre en aksial kraft på den første ende af det ekspanderbare rørstykke, hvorved forbindelsesdelen forskydes i den langsgående retning mod en anden ende (10) af det ekspanderbare rørstykke, der er forbundet med den rørformede del,

hvor aktiveringsmekanismen endvidere omfatter et trykkammer (21), der i det mindste delvist er defineret mellem en flade (121) af forbindelsesdelen og en flade (161) af den stationære del, og kendetegnet ved at aktiveringsmekanismen endvidere omfatter en trykbeholder (80), der indeholder et komprimeret drivmiddel, der er tilpasset til at skubbe forbindelsesdelen i den langsgående retning ved at tilvejebringe et ekstra tryk i trykkammeret ved aktivering.

16. Ringformet barriere (1) til ekspansion i en ringvolumen (2) mellem en rørformet brøndstruktur (3) og en indvendig væg (4) af et borehul (5) nede i en brønd for at tilvejebringe zoneisolation mellem en første zone og en anden zone i borehullet, hvilken ringformede barriere omfatter:

- en rørformet del (6) der strækker sig i en langsgående retning til montering som en del af den rørformede brøndstruktur (3),
- et ekspanderbart rørstykke (7) der omgiver den rørformede del og definerer et rum (30) i fluid-kommunikation med en inderside (64) af den rørformede del,
- en første fluidpassage (11, 61) til at lukke fluid ind i rummet for at ekspandere rørstykket, og
- en forbindelsesenhed (120) omfattende:
  - en forbindelsesdel (12) der er forslydeligt forbundet med den rørformede del, hvor en første ende (9) af det ekspanderbare rørstykke er forbundet med forbindelsesdelen,
  - en stationær del (16) der er fast forbundet med den rørformede del, og
  - en aktiveringsmekanisme (20) der er tilpasset til at inducere en aksial kraft på den første ende af det ekspanderbare rørstykke, hvorved forbindelsesdelen forslydes i den langsgående retning mod en anden ende (10) af det ekspanderbare rørstykke, der er forbundet med den rørformede del.

**kendetegnet ved at** aktiveringsmekanismen omfatter en stang (23), der er forbundet med forbindelsesdelen for at skubbe forbindelsesdelen i den langsgående retning.

17. Ringformet barriere ifølge krav 16, hvor aktiveringsmekanismen omfatter en hydraulisk pumpe (52), hvilken hydrauliske pumpe er tilpasset til at forslyde stangen ved hjælp af hydraulisk tryk, hvorved forbindelsesdelen skubbes i den langsgående retning.

18. Ringformet barriere ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 1-9, hvor forbindelsesenheden endvidere omfatter en stempeldel (14), der er forslydeligt forbundet med den rørformede del, hvilken stempeldel er indrettet mellem forbindelsesdelen og den stationære del, hvor trykkammeret i det mindste delvist er defineret mellem en flade (141) af stempeldelen og fladen af den stationære del, hvorved stempeldelen er tilpasset til at skubbe forbindelsesdelen i den langsgående retning.